Evolving concepts in neurogenic osteoporosis.
Convincing evidence has accumulated of regulation of bone by the central nervous system. The neural connection between brain and bone is mediated centrally by classic neurotransmitters and several neuropeptides, and peripherally by many of the same neurotransmitters and neuropeptides, albeit with actions opposite to their central effects. Pharmacologic blockade of ß2-adrenergic receptors or disruption of the gene encoding them increases bone mass, whereas increased activity of the sympathetic nervous system (SNS) contributes to bone loss. Brainstem serotonergic neurons regulate SNS activity and its modulation by leptin. Physiologic stimulation of osteoblastic nicotinic receptors results in proliferation and deposition of bone, whereas higher levels inhibit osteoblast function. Activation of sensory nerves has a centrally mediated action on bone, albeit poorly understood. The relative importance of, and interactions between autonomic, sensory, and peripheral nervous system actions on bone mass are also not clear in healthy individuals, and less so in pathologic states.